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In an effort to maintain regular communication with our stakeholders, China Zhongwang makes use ofregular e-Newsletter to keep you informed of our recent developments. If you would like to subscribe to thise-Newsletter, please send us an email to corpcomm@zhongwang.com using the subject “Subscribe”. Wewill then add you to our distribution list.

China Zhongwang and Mexico’s EVYA ExpressedInitial Cooperation Intention2013-12-09
Robert Camargo Salinas, Chairman of EVYA, paid a visit to ChinaZhongwang lately. During the visit, an initial cooperation intention wasreached by both companies regarding producing aluminium alloy products,targeted for offshore drilling platform and heliport.
Read more

China Zhongwang Rated as "Grade-AAA CreditEnterprise"2013-12-04
China Zhongwang was rated recently by China Non-Ferrous MetalsAssociation as "Grade-AAA Credit Enterprise." It is the highest level of creditrating conferred on China enterprises.
Read more

China Zhongwang Receives "National ContractCompliance and Creditworthy Enterprise" Honor2013-12-06
With its creditworthy operational principle, China Zhongwang received therecognition of "2010-2011 National Contract Compliance and CreditworthyCompany" from the State Administration for Industry & Commerce lately.
Read more
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China Zhongwang Announces Results for First NineMonths 20132013-10-30
In the first nine months of 2013, the Group strived to optimize product mix,develop overseas markets, and enhance operational efficiency. Revenuetotaled RMB10.93 billion, up 1.8% year-on-year. Gross profit margin rose by6.2 percentage points to 27.6% compared with the same period last year.Increased profitability boosted profit attributable to shareholders by 13.5%,reaching approximately RMB1.57 billion.
Read more

China Zhongwang Earns 255th Spot on China PrivateEnterprises 500 List2013-10-21
All-China Federation Industry and Commerce announced the results of the“2013 China Private Enterprises 500”. China Zhongwang ranked 255th thisyear, up 39 spots over that of last year. The Company also ranked 163th onthe “2013 Private Manufacturing Enterprises 500” list.
Read more

Environmental Concerns Drive the Rise ofLightweight Transportation2013-11-11
Thanks to its lightweight property, aluminium is used heavily from passengercars to electric vehicles to reduce body weight and hence lower emissions.The substantial use of aluminium in transportation creates a new round ofopportunities for the lightweight metal. Against the backdrop of environmentalprotection and rising market demand for lightweight parts, China Zhongwangis seizing this opportunity to realize a win-win situation in corporate socialresponsibility and economic benefits.
Read more

China Zhongwang is the second largest industrial aluminium extrusion product developer and
manufacturer in the world and the biggest one in Asia and China. It has, over the years, been focusing on
the light-weight development of transportation, machinery and equipment and electric power engineering
sectors through the provision of quality industrial aluminium extrusion products. It now has 93 globally
advanced extrusion production lines (including six aluminium extrusion production lines of 75MN or above
under installation), among which the 125MN oil-driven dual action extrusion press is currently one of the
largest and most advanced of its kind in the world. In addition, to further leverage its existing strengths in
the industry, the Group is developing the high value-added aluminium flat rolled product business. The first
phase of the project with an annual capacity of 1.8 million tonnes of high-end aluminum flat rolled products
is expected to gradually commence production by 2015 and the overall designed production capacity of 3
million tonnes will be realized in 2018.
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